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Shelving and lockers
Whatever your storage needs, Bisley's shelving range has the versatility and scalability

to meet your requirements. Built to our high manufacturing standard, these storage

options are strong and durable and can evolve with your changing needs.
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Economy shelving

Just as versatile as the static system, the economy shelving is available in starter kits with add-on units available to increase storage capacity. It can cope with

a load of up to 90kg per shelf, making it a robust and reliable choice suitable for home or work environments. Perfect for open storage of everything from

tools through to files. 

1. Economy shelving with extension kit

2. Back braced for stability

3. Flexible ladder system for shelf positioning

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com 67

Static shelving

Cost-effective contemporary shelving available with add-ons that enable the construction of entire storage systems with the opportunity to downsize

quickly and easily. Roll-formed edges give a smooth look to the versatile system, with three, four, six and seven shelf units available in two depths. 

1. Extend laterally and back-to-back

2. Move or add extra shelves easily

3. Dual-purpose shelf with lateral filing
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MonoBlocTM lockers

This sturdy, utility-style system comprises modular locker units which can be bolted together making it tough but also adaptable, as you can add or subtract

units, as required. There are seven carcase sizes and four base options to choose from. MonoBloc™ comes in a range of colours to suit specific environments

and has additional features such as coat rails, perforated door ventilation and even a bench with recycled plastic seats.

1. Single / third / quarter height doors

2. Locking options include hasp and combination

3. Ventilation detail

2 31

CLK lockers

Precious items are in safe hands with the Bisley CLK lockers. Bolting together the locker system quickly expands to meet demand. Two depths of locker form

this dependable range with a choice of single, two, four and six-door compartments. Additional design features include under-shelf coat hooks and 

under-shelf coat rails. Security is assured thanks to a mastered lock with 1000 differs, as with MonoBloc™.

1. CLK lockers roomset

2. Bolt together back and sides

3. Mastered lock, 1000 differs

For more information visit our website www.bisley.com
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